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Today on TruNews we expand on the permafrost predicament detailed in yesterdayâ€™s program, and
share how China is developing artificial suns and moons to heat their society during the looming Ice Age
experts are predicting.
SOL-WAR - Sons of Light - Warriors Alien Resistance
A Space Colony is when a colony is not on the surface of a planet, but instead is a huge space station. They
are discussed in detail here.. And when a mature colony starts making noices about "No Taxation Without
Representation", the time is ripe for a War of Independence.
Colonization - Atomic Rockets
Note: The following post accompanies Takuan Seiyoâ€™s latest piece.Both are being kept â€œstickyâ€•
until tonight. Scroll down for other posts that have appeared since Wednesday. Certain posts at Gates of
Vienna, among them those by Takuan Seiyo, tend to attract the attention and comments of people who are
preoccupied with the Jews.
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